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A B S T R A C T

The trend towards progressively more portable and wearable strain sensors has led to rapid advancement in full-
range human-health diagnostics. However, developing sensing materials with long-term durability and lifetime,
while maintaining high sensitivity and large working range, remains a grand challenge. Herein, we design a
printable nanocomposite with nacre-inspired hierarchical structure, diffusible components and abundant dy-
namic interactions for the construction of healable and durable strain sensor. In contrast to conventional hy-
drogel and elastomer-based healable sensing materials, this nanocomposite can simultaneously exhibit gauge
factor> 100 over full range of working strains up to 52% and demonstrate an ultrahigh gauge factor exceeding
3500 in the strain region of 38−52%. This strain sensor can repeatedly and effectively self-heal with simple
water treatment, greatly expanding its lifespan and cycling durability (over 10,000 cycles). The healed device
can completely restore its sensing ability for precise full-range human-body monitoring. Our strategy represents
a critical step in the continual development of wearable electronics.

1. Introduction

In the recent decade, wearable electronics have cemented their le-
gacy as one of the key components in the growing field of Internet of
Things (IoT) technology [1-4]. In medical diagnostic systems, skin-
mountable strain sensors, which transduce mechanical stimuli into an
electrical output, represent an avenue for real-time, non-invasive
tracking [5]. For these strain sensors to be viable for full-range human-
health diagnostics and human-body tracking, the sensor must possess
high sensitivity (defined by its gauge factor), large stretchability (de-
fined as the maximum working strain), and long-term operational
durability (or cycling lifetime) [6,7]. In recent years, though much
work has focused on improving the sensitivity or broadening the
working strain range of the sensor [8-11], few studies have been con-
ducted on improving the operational lifetime and durability of the
strain sensor [7]. However, our day-to-day activity results in multitudes
of opportunities for skin-mountable electronics to become susceptible
to unexpected ruptures or undesired scratches. These unintended con-
sequences would drastically reduce the device lifetime, mandating
costly and impractical maintenance of the device [12]. To enable these

wearable strain sensors for practical applications, it is imperative to
develop methods to enhance their robustness and durability, while
maintaining their sensing properties.

Self-healing is a concept drawn from nature, in which materials can
revert to their original state with a full or partial recovery of func-
tionality after damage. This concept has garnered increasing interest in
the development of highly durable and sustainable wearable electronics
[13,14]. Human skin can be viewed as the paradigm, as this remarkable
and integral bodily component can repeatedly repair itself while
maintaining highly durable mechanical and sensory properties [15].
Motivated in part by this particular appendage, the strategy of in-
corporating healable capability into electronic applications represents
one avenue to expand the operational lifetime and durability of strain
sensors. To date, electrically and ionically conductive components have
been used in conjunction with polymeric hydrogel or elastomer with
self-healing abilities to create healable strain and pressure sensors [16-
18]. While these ultra-soft sensors exhibit reliable and repeatable self-
recovery ability, with stretchability usually exceeding 100% [15,19],
they suffer from two fundamental issues that hinder their adaptation
into practical applications. First, hydrogel-based materials contain large
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amounts of water that leach and evaporate easily, resulting in time
dependent performance of hydrogel properties [20,21]. Secondly, these
sensors typically exhibit low sensitivities, making it difficult to accu-
rately detect and distinguish weak and complicated signal waves arising
from the human body [7,16].

The healing process for polymeric healable materials typically
comprises three critical steps: 1) the broken segments of the interface
are able to come into intimate contact with each other; 2) the polymer
chains migrate and diffuse along the damaged interface; and 3) dy-
namic interactions (i.e. hydrogen bonding, ionic bonding, covalent
bonding, and guest-host interaction) can reconstruct at the damaged
interface [22,23]. To enable these three steps, the polymer chains in the
healable materials must possess sufficient mechanical flexibility and
compliance to enable the interdiffusion and re-entanglements of
polymer chains at the damaged areas [24]. Unfortunately, while this
high polymer chain mobility is conducive to achieving large working
strain ranges, there exists a tradeoff with the structural requirements for
high sensitivity [25-27]. To realize high sensitivity, mechanical brit-
tleness is desired to enable the sensing materials to realize substantial
structural changes under nuanced strain [25]. This thus presents a di-
chotomy between the healing ability and mechanical brittleness for the
hydrogel or rubber-based sensing materials.

To resolve the dichotomy between sensitivity and stretchability, we
previously proposed a novel design for ultrasensitive and stretchable
strain sensors utilizing a nacre-mimetic microscale “brick-and-mortar”
architecture. In this design, the synergistic effects between the in-
organic “brick” and organic “mortar” not only allow for controlled
crack generation to ensure high sensitivity, but also dissipate con-
siderable loading energy via rich interfacial interactions, layer slippage,
and molecular chain stretching to guarantee large stretchability [28-
35]. As a result, the highest reported gauge factor to date (> 8700) and
the ability to work in a strain range broader than 80% was demon-
strated [36]. To build on the success of this previous design, this work
aims to integrate healing abilities while retaining all aforementioned
attributes of the “brick” and “mortar” design. As per before, the critical
consideration lies with the material selection for the “brick” and
“mortar” material. For the “brick” material, graphene oxide (GO) na-
nosheets have been reported to exhibit water-initiated, self-healing
properties by virtue of their rich oxygen-containing functional groups
which form abundant dynamic hydrogen bonds [33-35,37]. This func-
tionality allows the nanosheet assembles to restore their microstructure
and mechanical properties after being subjected to moisture [37]. For
the “mortar” material, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) hydrogel has devel-
oped a reputation as one of the self-healing hydrogels most suitable for
bioremediation applications [38]. This self-healing ability of PVA-based
hydrogels is attributed largely in part to the mobility of the PVA chain
which facilitates the diffusion of PVA. Furthermore, the high con-
centration of free hydroxyl groups on PVA chains enables the rebuilding
of hydrogen bonds after being damaged [38,39]. As such, these mate-
rials in synergistic harmony foreshadow the development of healable
sensors capable of achieving the comprehensive performance mandated
of strain sensors.

Based on these considerations, in this work, the design and con-
struction of a printed nanocomposite-based strain sensor with “brick-
and-mortar” hierarchical architecture, diffusible components, and
abundant dynamic interactions is presented which integrates the
seemly contradictory functionalities of effectively healing, large
stretchability, and high sensitivity. The resultant skin-mountable and
healable strain sensor comprises GO nanosheets and silver nanowires
(AgNWs) as the “brick” material, and traces of PVA/Ca2+ as the
“mortar” material. The AgNW network provides the high conductivity
required of the sensing system, while the GO nanosheets endow the
system with mechanical brittleness and rich functional groups, and the
PVA ignites the mechanical toughening and healing effects through
abundant interfacial hydrogen bonding and polymer chain movement.
In addition, the introduction of Ca2+ ions results in the formation of

strong and dynamic coordination bonding with PVA and GO, which can
significantly enhance the re-healing ability of the sensing system. With
the cohesive performance of all individual materials, the resulting
strain sensor is able to demonstrate a working strain range broader than
50%, with ultrahigh sensitivity throughout the entirety of the working
strain range (gauge factor of 105.3, 567.0, 1210.7, and 3564.5 in the
strain regions of 0-10, 10–28, 28–38, and 38–52%, respectively).
Furthermore, the sensor exhibits water-initiated healing properties,
with the repaired devices outputting similar sensing and cycling per-
formances as those of the original device even after multiple breaking
and healing cycles. This ability of repeatable repair can greatly expand
the operational durability and cycling lifetime of the strain sensor. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, this represents the first realization
of healable strain sensors that integrates effective healing capability
(high healing efficiency over multiple breaking/healing cycles), large
stretchability (working strain range> 50%), high sensitivity (gauge
factor> 100 over the entire working strain range), and good durability.
These performance metrics represent a solid step toward the practical
application of wearable strain sensors.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Raw materials

AgNWs were synthesized with an average diameter of 40 nm and a
length of 20 μm. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was purchased from Alfa
Aesar (98–99% hydrolyzed, Mw ~130,000). Calcium chloride was
obtained from Beijing Dingguo bio-tech Co., Ltd (Beijing, China).
Polyurethane (4055IC) was sourced from Yantai Wanhua Polyurethane
Co., Ltd. Deionized water was used throughout the work. The giant GO
was prepared via the modified Hummers’ method.

2.2. Preparation of GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ gel-like ink

In a typical preparation, 2mg/mL GO dispersion was made by first
dispersing GO in distilled water via sonication for 30min. After sonication,
the pH value was adjusted to 6.5 by adding 0.2M NaOH aqueous solution.
Subseuqently, the AgNW solution was added into the GO solution at a
AgNW to GOweight ratio of 20:2.5. After sonication for 10min, the AgNW
and GOmixture was vacuum filtrated using a PTFEmembrane filter with a
pore size of 0.45 μm and washed with 200mL of distilled water. The re-
sulting precipitate was redispersed in distilled water through strong agi-
tation using a VORTEX mixer at 1000 rpm for 2 h to obtain the final
homogeneous GO-AgNW (mass ratio of GO:AgNW=5:40) ink. 10mg/mL
PVA aqueous solution was added to the ink at a weight ratio 5:100, fol-
lowed by addition of 1mg/mL CaCl2 aqueous solution to a final mass ratio
AgNW:GO:PVA:Ca2+=40:5:0.25:0.05. GO-AgNW/PVA (GO:AgNW:PVA
=5:40:0.25) and GO-AgNW/Ca2+ (GO:AgNW:Ca2+=5:40:0.05) ink
were also prepared without addition of CaCl2 and PVA, respectively.

2.3. Construction of the strain sensor

The strain sensor was fabricated through a screen-printing tech-
nique, with the printing force, speed, and angle between the squeegee
and stencil optimized specifically for the GO-AgNW based inks. The
screen-printing plate with the appropriate pattern was first installed in
the screen-printing machine (TC-4060k screen printer, Dongguan Ta
Chen Screen Printing Machine & Materials Co., Ltd.). Following in-
stallation, the gel was spread onto the screen-printing plate and printed
by sliding the squeegee over the stencil. After printing, the sensor
patterns were dried under ambient conditions for 3-5 min to evaporate
the water before tests were conducted. The thickness of the strain
sensor could be adjusted by changing the weight percentage of the DI
water. All electromechanical measurements were conducted parallel to
width direction.
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2.4. Characterization

The resistance change was measured with a Keithley 2000 digital
multimeter. Stretching tests and cyclic strain tests were performed on a
motorized linear stage with built-in controller (Zolix Inc.). Strain and
resistance data were recorded with a custom-made LabViewcode. The
morphology and mapping of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ nanocomposite
film was imaged using a JSM-7800 SEM machine. Silver nanowires
were analyzed through TEM images taken from a JEM-2800 system.
XPS characterization was conducted using an ESCALAB 250Xi system
from Thermo Scientific. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were
carried out using a Rigaku D/Max-2500 diffractometer with Cu-Ka ra-
diation. The functional groups of the specimens were recorded on a
BRUKER TENSOR27 FT-IR spectrometer in the 4000-400 cm-1 range. A
total of 60 scans were averaged to yield the final spectra with a re-
solution of 2 cm-1. Rheological behavior of the formulated inks was
probed using a DHR-2 rheometer (TA Instruments) with a 25mm plate
system and 900 μm gap. All of the tested ink samples were tested under
the same solid content and at room temperature (25 °C). A pre-
conditioning step at a shear rate of 0.1 s-1 for 10 s was applied prior to
each test. A steady-state flow step test was performed to measure the
shear viscosity of the inks at shear rates of 0.1-1000 s-1, and a peak hold
step test was performed with constant shear rates in three intervals (0.1
s-1 shear rate for 60 s, 200 s-1 for 60 s, and 0.1 s-1 for 130 s) to simulate
the screen-printing process. The stress sweep step test was performed
with an oscillation stress of 1-1000 Pa at a frequency of 1 Hz.

3. Results and discussion

To generate a baseline comparison, a GO-AgNW nanocomposite-
based strain sensor without the addition of any organic “mortar” ma-
terial was first prepared. The addition of AgNWs to the GO electrode
greatly increases the conductivity of the resultant sensing material
without any deleterious effects to its mechanical properties [40,41].
This property is critical in improving the gauge factor of the strain
sensor and essential for sensing applications requiring low power con-
sumption [42]. To elucidate the impact of the “mortar” material, GO-
AgNW/PVA, GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ and GO-AgNW/Ca2+ strain sensors
were futher fabricated. The addition of Ca2+ is for the ability of the
material to form strong, yet dynamic coordination interactions with
both GO and PVA, which results in enhanced mechanical strength and
toughness of the nanocomposite materials [33,43]. Briefly, all strain
sensors were fabricated by formulating the corresponding viscous and
shear-thinning nanocomposite gel (Fig. S1). Following the gel for-
mulation, the resultant material was directly screen printed onto
stretchable polyurethane substrates according to our previously re-
ported method (Fig. 1a) [41]. To ensure good adhesion between the
sensing material and the stretchable substrate, an O2 plasma treatment
was used on the polyurethane surface to improve hydrophilicity prior to
the nanocomposite gel printing.

Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
fracture edges of the strain sensors with and without “mortar” materials
are depicted in Fig. 1c and Fig. S2 and clearly illustrate the microscale
layered structure in addition to the uniformly distributed AgNWs
(Fig. 1d). As a result of the high conductivity of the AgNWs, all lamellar
strain sensors exhibit electrical conductivities exceeding 6000 S/cm
(Fig. S3). For the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensors, energy-dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to confirm the existence and
uniformity of the distribution of Ca2+ (Fig. 1e). The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns of the pure GO, GO-PVA and GO-Ca2+ nanocomposite
films exhibit typical diffraction peaks for d-spacing of GO at ~12.7°,
12.1o and 11.7o respectively (Fig. 1f). Obviously, after adding PVA or
Ca2+, the spacing between GO nanosheets in both GO-PVA and GO-
Ca2+ nanocomposite films increases, which is strong evidence of the
successful intercalation of PVA or Ca2+ into the GO nanosheets [33,43].

Because of the multitude of oxygen-containing groups on the surface

and edge of the GO nanosheets, GO nanosheets can form strong inter-
facial interactions with PVA chains through hydrogen bonding [43-45].
The Fourier-transformed infrared spectrum (FT-IR) of pure GO films
and GO-Ca2+ films show the C=O stretch and epoxy/ether C-O stretch
at ~1730 cm-1 and 1260 cm-1, respectively (Fig. 1g) [46]. However, the
intensities of both of these bonds are significantly decreased in the case
of the GO-Ca2+ film, in line with previously reported results [33,47].
The decrease in C=O stretch intensity can be attributed to carboxylic
acid coordinated to Ca2+ [33,48,49]. Furthermore, the Lewis acidic
Ca2+ can lead to ring-opening of epoxides to create C-OH moieties,
which leads to further coordination [33,48,49]. Another observation
from the FT-IR spectrum is the red-shifting of the –OH bending vibra-
tion in the PVA-Ca2+ from 1452 and 1378 cm-1 to 1427 and 1284 cm-1,
respectively, when compared to the pure PVA spectra. This red-shifting
is further evidence of the coordination effect of Ca2+ with C-OH moi-
eties in PVA [50-52]. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provides
further validation of the formation of coordination bonds in the GO-
Ca2+ and PVA-Ca2+ films. Compared to the Ca 2p spectra in pure CaCl2
(348.1 eV, Ca 2p1/2 and 351.6 eV, Ca 2p3/2), both Ca 2p1/2 and Ca 2p3/2
peaks observed in the GO-Ca2+ and PVA-Ca2+ composites show a slight
shift (Fig. 1h) due to the coordination between the Ca2+ and the
oxygen-containing groups in GO and PVA [53]. These results suggest
that hydrogen and coordination bonds are the dominating interfacial
interactions in GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensors.

The impact of the “mortar” material on the sensing performance
was evaluated by fabricating strain sensors with a length of 20mm, a
width of 3mm, and a thickness of ~800 nm. The resulting strain sensors
were mounted on a linear motorized stage connected to a Keithley 2000
digital multimeter to record resistance changes during the stretching
and releasing processes. In this setup, the uniaxial strain range is con-
trolled by the linear stage, and the sensitivity (gauge factor) of the
strain sensors is determined by the change in relative electrical re-
sistances ((R− R0)/R0). All samples were subjected to a 20% pre-strain
before conducting the sensing performance test. The typical resistance
change as a function of applied strain for one stretch and release cycle is
presented in Fig. 2a. While the GO-AgNW standalone sensor possesses a
high sensitivity (gauge factor of 3379, as seen in Fig. S4a), it has a
limited working strain range of 38%. On the other hand, the GO-
AgNW/PVA strain sensor bridged with the PVA “mortar” has a broader
working strain range up to 70%, but comes at the expense of the sen-
sitivity value (gauge factor of 1324, as seen in Fig. S4b). These results
are indicative of the improvement in the stretchability of the strain
sensor, which allows the sensor to accommodate higher applied stress
though the synergistic toughening effects of polymer chain movement
and breakage of interfacial hydrogen bonding [54-56]. However, the
enhanced stretchability also compromises the sensing material's me-
chanical brittleness [10,42,57].

While the addition of PVA was observed to only improve stretch-
ability, the addition of Ca2+ was observed to enhance both the
stretchability (working strain up to 44%) and sensitivity (gauge factor
up to 7790.2) of the sensing materials, as seen in Fig. S4c. This si-
multaneous enhancement of both parameters is due to the introduction
of strong interactions between the Ca2+ and oxygen functional groups
on the basal planes and carboxylate groups on the edges of the GO
nanosheets [33]. When all materials were integrated together in the
GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor, significant enhancement in both
stretchability and sensitivity is observed, as seen in Fig. 2b. The sensing
curve of this strain sensor features four linear regions: 0–10% with a
linearity of 0.979; 10–28% with a linearity of 0.994; 28–38% with a
linearity of 0.992; and 38–52% with a linearity of 0.997. The gauge
factor corresponding to these regions are 105.3, 567.0, 1210.7, and
3564.5, respectively, representing a strain sensor with a gauge factor
exceeding 100 over a working strain range larger than 50%. These
performance metrics can be attributed to the hierarchical “brick-and-
mortar” structure of the sensor, PVA chain movement, and abundant
interfacial interactions within the architecture [30,36,58,59]. The
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brittle nature of the layered structures formed by the “brick” GO and
AgNW leads to crack formation and subsequent propagation throughout
the entire sensing film during the stretching process (Fig. S5), thus
ensuring large conduction changes over the working strain range. The
Ca2+ forms strong coordination bonding between the functional group
of the GO nanosheets and the PVA chains, which enhances both the
mechanical strength and toughness of the nanocomposite film [60,61].
The hydrogen and coordination-bond breakage, polymer chain move-
ment, and “brick” layer slippage, allows the film to accommodate ap-
plied stress during the stretching process, mitigating crack propagation
and subsequently enhancing the stretchability [25,28–32,34–36,62,63].

In addition to stretchability and sensitivity, the reliability of the
sensing mechanism was also investigated. Fig. 2c illustrates the relative
resistance change of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor at different
strain rates between 0-40% applied strain. The electrical responses
under the maximum strain of 40% show no dependency on strain rate
and remain steady as the stretching rate increases from 1 to 8mm/s.
The relative resistance change under different cyclic strains at a con-
stant strain rate of 2mm/s is illustrated in Fig. 2d. At strains of 5%,
15%, 30%, and 45%, the corresponding peak percentage in the relative
resistances were measured to be about 400, 4400, 16000, and 38000,
respectively, which is consistent with the values obtained for one cycle
of stretching and releasing. Moreover, the strain sensor can work ef-
fectively and reliably under both dry and wetting conditions thanks to
the utilization of graphene oxide and PVA as the “brick” and “mortar”

materials respectively. This added validation of the reliability of the
strain sensor is critical for commercial applications of this technology
for human-health diagnostics and human-motion tracking.

To gauge the practical applicability of the strain sensors, the cyclic
durability and healing ability of the strain sensors were evaluated with
and without “mortar” materials. To characterize the healing efficiency
of the strain sensor, a preconditioning step of stretching and releasing
between 0 and 15% at a constant strain rate of 2mm/s was first con-
ducted to stabilize the sensing performance. Following this pre-
conditioning step, 2x the maximum working strain range was applied to
each corresponding strain sensor (i.e., 76% strains applied on the GO-
AgNW strain sensors) to damage the sensing material and induce ab-
normal performance. After operating in this malfunctioned state be-
tween 0 and 15% strain for certain cycles, a small amount of de-ionized
water (DI water) was dropped onto the broken devices, followed by
annealing and drying at 80 oC for 10min to initiate the healing process.
These water-treated devices were again subjected to the same
stretching and releasing cycles to assess their healing efficiency, with
specific overstretch-to-break/water-treatment-to-heal (henceforth de-
noted as breaking/healing) cycles performed on different strain sensors
corresponding to their specific constituents. The overall testing process
for the GO-AgNW standalone strain sensor is depicted in Fig. 3a. For
this sensor, the peak variation in the relative resistance was found to be
stable at 1,400 during the first 300 cycles of stretching and releasing. To
break the sensing film, the film was stretched to 76% strain, resulting in

Fig. 1. Overview of the fabrication, structure and morphology of the healable strain sensor (a) Schematic of the fabrication process of the GO-AgNW/PVA-
Ca2+ strain sensor. (b) Schematic model of the interfacial interactions between GO, PVA and Ca2+ in the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor. (c) Cross-sectional and
(d) top-view SEM images of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ sensing film. (e) Corresponding EDS mapping of Ca in the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ sensing material. (f) XRD
patterns for pure GO, GO-PVA, and GO-Ca2+ sensing materials. (g) FT-IR spectra of PVA, PVA-Ca2+, GO, GO-Ca2+, and GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ sensing materials. (h)
XPS spectrum illustrating the two main peaks Ca 2p1/2 and Ca 2p3/2 for the pure CaCl2, PVA-Ca2+, and GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ sensing materials.
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rapidly fluctuating increases of peak values with increasing cycle
numbers. After a water-treatment process, the broken GO-AgNW strain
sensor remained malfunctioned state during further cycles of stretching
and releasing. Following testing of the GO-AgNW sensor, the GO-
AgNW/Ca2+ strain sensor was tested in the same fashion, and also
observed to be incapable of healing malfunctioning devices (Fig. 3b).
However, when the sensing materials were bridged with PVA, the
water-treatment process enabled the broken GO-AgNW/PVA strain
sensor to recover its original electrical response during subsequent
stretching and releasing cycles under 0–15% strain (Fig. 3c). These
results suggest that the PVA “mortar” is critical for healing the strain

sensor. However, though the strain sensor demonstrated healing abil-
ities, the healed sensor was spontaneously damaged after an additional
320 cycles between 0-15%. Although an additional water-treatment
was deemed effective in healing the broken device again, the re-healed
GO-AgNW/PVA sensor had a significantly reduced lifetime and com-
pletely failed for the third time after only two breaking and healing
cycles (Fig. 3c).

The last testing process was conducted with both PVA and Ca2+

incorporated in the strain sensor. Fig. 4a illustrates the cycling and
healing performance of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor after
five cycles of breaking and healing. In each cycle, the healing process

Fig. 2. Sensing behavior of the healable
strain sensor. (a) Normalized resistance
change as a function of applied strain
during one stretch and release cycle for the
GO-AgNW, GO-AgNW/PVA, GO-AgNW/
PVA-Ca2+, and GO-AgNW/Ca2+ strain
sensors. (b) Detailed gauge factor and linear
behavior of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain
sensor. (c) Relative resistance changes of
the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor at
different strain rates between 0-40% strain.
(d) Relative resistance variations under
various cyclical maximum strains (5, 15, 30,
and 45%) for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+

strain sensor at a strain rate of 2mm/s.

Fig. 3. Healing ability test for GO-AgNW, GO-AgNW/Ca2+ and GO-AgNW/PVA strain sensors Cyclic durability and healing ability test of (a) GO-AgNW, (b) GO-
AgNW/Ca2+ and (c) GO-AgNW/PVA strain sensors strains ranging from 0-15%.
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remained the same as the aforementioned process with DI water
treatment followed by annealing at 80 oC for 10min. The initial peak
value of the relative resistance measured over 1000 cycles of stretching
under 15% strain was 4000. After each breaking process, the peak va-
lues showed significant variation upon continual cyclical stretching.
Following the breaking and healing process, the peak resistance was
observed to revert back to the original value of ~4000 over the sub-
sequent 1000 stretching cycles under 15% strain for the first four
breaking and healing cycles. The fifth breaking cycle extended the
number of cycles to 2500, during which the sensing performance re-
mained stable. Moreover, the relative resistance changes of all specific
sensing curves at the 1st stretch and release cycle before being broken,
and right after conducting the breaking and healing process show si-
milar trends (Fig. 4e). This behavior is indicative of good monotonicity,
the ability to re-heal, and the efficiency of the re-healing process of the
GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor. To the best of the authors’

knowledge, this combination of sensitivity, stretchability, reliability,
and effective healing ability, is the best reported for wearable strain
sensors [7,16–18,62–67].

Following the studies, additional healing tests were conducted on
the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor under cyclical strains of 3%,
10%, 30%, and 45%, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Following the breaking and
subsequent healing process, it was confirmed that all devices with cy-
clical strain conditions spanning 3%–45% could be restored to their
original state after being subjected to the water-initiated healing pro-
cess. This further indicates the excellent healing capability of the GO-
AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ “brick-and-mortar” sensing materials.

For further validation of the healing efficacy of the GO-AgNW/PVA-
Ca2+ strain sensor, SEM images were taken during multiple steps of the
testing process. Following the pre-conditioning step, microcracks and
subsequent propagation can be observed throughout the nanocompo-
site film as a result of the brittle nature and layered architecture of the

Fig. 4. Healing ability test for GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor (a) Cyclic durability and healing ability of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor under 0–15%
strain. The device was subjected to 5 breaking and healing cycles. Detailed relative resistance change curves recorded between 400 and 440 stretching/releasing
cycles for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor (b) before being broken, (c) after being subjected to two breaking and healing cycles, and (d) after being subjected
to five breaking and healing cycles. (e) Detailed relative resistance changes as a function of strain curves for the specific stretching and releasing cycles corresponding
to panel a: 1st cycle before being broken, 1st cycle after being subjected to one breaking and healing cycle, 1st cycle after being subjected to two breaking and healing
cycles, 1st cycle after being subjected to three breaking and healing cycles, and 1st cycle after being subjected to four breaking and healing cycles.
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GO-AgNW “brick” material (Fig. 6a). These images are similar to those
observed after 100 normal cycles of stretching and releasing under 15%
strain (Fig. 6b), with uniformly distributed microcracks with slit edges
in close contact with each other. The degree of cracking and propaga-
tion is limited due to interfacial hydrogen and coordination bonding,
layer slippage, and molecular chain stretching of the “brick” and
“mortar” materials, which toughen the sensor and enable the accom-
modation of higher applied strain [28,30,34–36,58–63]. After breaking
the sensor, larger microcracks arise, manifesting in wider gaps and
material detachment from the substrate (Fig. 6c), and ultimately re-
sulting in device failure. Fig. 6d illustrates the broken sensing film after
being treated with water and post-process annealed. The SEM image
clearly depicts the reattachment of the separated slit edges, the dis-
appearance of the gaps, and the reconnection of the AgNW network.
The electrical manifestation of these physical observations results in
complete restoration of the initial conductivity of GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+

sensing film (Fig. S6).
Per the aforementioned discussion, the typical healing process is

initiated when the following three conditions are met: 1) the fracture
surfaces come closely in contact with each other; 2) the healable
polymer chains migrate across the damaged interface; and 3) the dy-
namic interactions reconstruct at the damaged location
[16,17,19,20,39,62]. Based on these criteria, a water-initiated healing
mechanism for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor is proposed and
depicted in the schematic shown in Fig. 6e. When a droplet of water is
initially applied onto the broken film, the hydrophilic nature of the
sensing materials facilitates the wetting of the surface, leading to in-
filtration of water into the microcracks [37,41]. As such, water mole-
cules are able to saturate the hydrogen bonds and solvate the Ca2+ ions,
decreasing the bonding constants of the hydrogen and coordination
bonds and swelling the layered GO-PVA located at the crack edges [37].
This in turn leads to the generation of abundant free Ca2+ ions and an
increase in PVA chain mobility, enabling the interdiffusion of PVA

chains and Ca2+ across the damaged interfaces [39,68]. The movement
of the PVA chains is further accelerated by the heating process. In a
separate process, the capillary force induced by water evaporation
pushes the separated fracture surfaces closely together. Finally, after
evaporation of the water, the interfused PVA chains bridge the da-
maged interface, allowing the dynamic hydrogen and coordination
bonds to reform, leading to the restoration of sensing performance.

Based on the proposed healing mechanism, solvents with a low
chemical affinity or solubility with PVA would not be able to trigger the
healing process. To validate this hypothesis, various organic solvents
including ethanol and acetone were used as healing agents to treat the
broken GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ film. As a note, the solvents used had a
similar viscosity to water, and were inert to PVA. As expected, no re-
storation of the sensing performance was observed (Fig. S7). To eluci-
date more details of the healing mechanism, 1 wt% aqueous solution of
urea was also used in the healing test. Urea solution allows for the
movement and interdiffusion of PVA chains and rebuilding of co-
ordination bonds, but inhibits the restoration of hydrogen bonds. In the
healing test, it was observed that the healing process prevailed for
several breaking and healing cycles; however, the peak value in the
relative resistance gradually increased with the number of cycles (Fig.
S8). Lastly, the test was repeated with 1wt% aqueous solution of
Na2CO3, a solvent that inhibits both the rebuilding of hydrogen bonds
and coordination bonds. The results of the healing test found that
Na2CO3 treated samples didn't exhibit any restoration in sensing per-
formance (Fig. S9). The combined design of experiments indicates that
the reformation of both hydrogen bonds and coordination bonds, and
the chain movement of the PVA are responsible for the healing prop-
erties of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ sensing film.

To evaluate the healing performance of the healable, highly sensi-
tive, and stretchable strain sensor under situations mimicking practical
usage, the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor was adhered onto a
human body to detect full-spectrum human motion. Two sensors were

Fig. 5. Healing ability test for GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor under various strains. Relative resistance variation under various cyclical maximum strains of
(a) 3%, (b) 10%, (c) 30%, and (d) 45% for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor before being broken, after being broken, and after being healed.
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attached onto the skin of a volunteer at the wrist and finger joint re-
spectively, with the relative resistance change recorded to monitor the
small strains from a wrist pulse, and large strains from a finger bending,
as illustrated in Fig. 7. Before being broken, the high sensitivity af-
forded by the sensor enables precise detection of the pulse waveform
clearly enough to resolve the electrical signals of the radial wave of a
single heartbeat into the diastolic (D) wave, tidal (T) wave, and per-
cussion (P) wave (Fig. 7a). In the separate demonstration, the large
stretchability of the strain sensor allows the sensor to monitor the
bending of the finger joint that requires repeatedly stretching to large
strains (Fig. 7b). After intentionally breaking both sensors by over-
stretching, the variation in resistance becomes disordered and is no
longer synchronized to the repeated motions of the wrist pulse and
bending of the finger. However, once a droplet of water was applied
onto the surface of the broken devices, followed by heating to initiate
the healing process, the sensing ability was completely restored to both
devices.

4. Conclusions

A healable strain sensor was developed based on a microscale
hierarchical architecture comprising PVA-Ca2+ “mortar” material in

conjunction with GO-AgNW “brick” material. This healable strain
sensor represents the first report of a device exhibiting the combined
performance metrics obtained of high healing efficiency, remarkable re-
healing capability, ultrahigh sensitivity, and large stretchability. The
facile, water-initiated healing process opens up myriads of opportu-
nities to enhance the durability and lifespan of wearable strain sensors.
This unique and novel material design in conjunction with the cost-
effective printing technology represents a concrete step forward to-
wards its potential mass production and practical application in wear-
able electronics.

Progress and potential

The present work designs and constructs a skin-mountable and
printable nanocomposite-based strain sensor with biomimetic hier-
archical architecture, diffusible components, and abundant dynamic
interactions which integrates the seemly contradictory functionalities
of effective healing capability (high healing efficiency over multiple
breaking/healing cycles), large stretchability (working strain range>
50%), high sensitivity (gauge factor> 100 over the entire working
strain range), and remarkable cycling durability. These performance
metrics represent a solid step toward the practical application of

Fig. 6. Healing mechanism for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor Typical and magnified surface SEM images for the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor (a)
under its original state (right after pre-strain), (b) after normal operation of 100 stretching and releasing cycles between 0 and 15% strain, (c) under its broken state,
and (d) under its healed state. (e) Schematic illustration of the water-iniated healing process of the GO-AgNW/PVA-Ca2+ strain sensor.
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wearable and durable strain sensors in full-range human-health diag-
nostics.
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